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A NOVEL CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE ANGULAR VERTICAL COMB-DRIVE WITH APPLICATION IN SCANNING MICROMIRROR

Ralf Bauer, Gordon Brown, Li Li, and Deepak Uttamchandani
Centre for Microsystems and Photonics, University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, UK

ABSTRACT
An angular vertical comb-drive (AVC) with electrically controllable initial comb-offset is presented in the context of a single crystalline silicon scanning micromirror. The electrothermal actuated control of the variable offset is used to investigate the influence of the initial comb offset on the dynamic resonance behavior of the scanning mirror. With possible maximum vertical comb-offsets between 10 µm and 5 µm a higher dynamic mirror scan angle at the mechanical resonance frequency of 6 kHz is found for higher initial offsets. The same behavior of higher scan angles for higher offsets is also shown when mechanically controlling the initial comb-offset including negative offset values and offsets close to 0 µm.

INTRODUCTION
Electrostatic actuated angular vertical comb-drives (AVCs) have comb-electrodes which do not lie in a single plane, therefore the “fixed” and “moving” combs have a non-zero cross-over angle. In the case of static mirror displacements the theoretical and experimental behavior of AVCs driven by DC voltages has been studied previously investigating amongst others the influence of comb offsets and comb-finger length on the achievable static scan angles [1-5]. Studies of the behavior of AVCs driven by AC voltages without change of the initial comb cross-over angle have also been reported [6, 7], with this type of actuator continuing to be applied, for example in scanning micromirrors [8-10]. We are not aware of any study investigating the influence of the initial comb cross-over angle of an AVC on its dynamic behavior. To investigate this effect we have designed and fabricated a novel hybrid electrode design for AVC actuators combining electrothermal bimorph out-of-plane actuators with the fixed combs of the electrostatic comb-drive. The key feature of the design is the ability to electrically adjust the comb-offset and consequently the cross-over angle of the AVC. This variable angle AVC has been coupled to a micromirror to produce a microscanner operated at its mechanical resonance of around 6 kHz. By analyzing the optical scan pattern, the dynamic characteristics of the AVC for different values of comb-offsets can be measured.

DESIGN AND FABRICATION
The layout of the 700 µm diameter microscanner is shown in Figure 1. The 13 comb-pairs of the single-sided AVC used for exciting the scanning movement have a finger overlap length of 153 µm with a lateral gap of 6 µm. The mirror surface is connected via a 25 µm wide frame and two sets of rectangular torsion springs to the substrate, with the longer ones with a length of 744 µm and width of 18 µm mainly determining the resonance frequency.
and to continuously change the initial comb-offset, four electrothermal bimorph actuators are included in the released anchor connections i.e. the fixed part of the AVC (see Figure 2). The bimorph actuators consist of a 1.1 μm gold coating on the doped silicon device layer, and generate a downward bending of the fixed part of the AVC (due to Joule heating) when a DC voltage is applied.

**THERMAL ACTUATOR SIMULATION AND CHARACTERIZATION**

The initial position and behavior for an applied DC voltage between the two isolated anchors of the fixed comb-structure is simulated using the commercially available FEM software CoventorWare. The simulation layout includes the anchors to the substrate, the bimorph actuators, a cross-connector creating the current path between the 2 sets of parallel bimorph actuators and the fixed comb-fingers. The applied voltage will create an electrical current through the bimorph actuators and cross-connection which leads to Joule heating in these parts. Thermal expansion in the bimorph actuators will lead to a downward bending movement due to higher thermal expansion of the upper gold layer.

The simulation of the initial position after fabrication shows a maximum vertical offset of the comb-tips of 10.8 μm, related to the initial stress in the actuators due to the non-homogeneous doping concentration and inter-layer stresses between the gold and silicon. When applying an electrical DC power from 0 mW to 593 mW the maximum vertical comb-tip offset $z_1$ can be continuously changed from 10.8 μm to 5.0 μm (see Figure 5). The maximum applied DC voltage is limited by the temperature in the gold layer to avoid thermal damage to the actuators. A simulated maximum temperature of 1062 K leads to the maximum comb-tip offset change of 5.8 μm. The simulated temperature distribution in the actuator for this case is shown in Figure 3, with the corresponding vertical displacement of the whole actuator shown in Figure 4.

The comb-offsets of the fixed and moveable combs of the actuators are experimentally characterized after fabrication by using a Veeco NT1100 optical profiler. The offset is controlled by applying a DC voltage between the anchor connections and simultaneously measuring the applied current and voltage over the device. Both the maximum vertical offset at the tip of the fixed combs $z_1$ and the offset at the tip of the moving combs are determined with the results shown in Figure 5. The trend of the experimentally determined change of offsets match the trend of the FEM simulations with a maximum measured offset $z_1$ of 10.4 μm without actuation and of 4.9 μm when actuated with a DC voltage of 1.5 V, which is equivalent to an applied electrical power of 510 mW. A complete in-plane alignment cannot be achieved with electrical actuation due to the thermal restrictions of the used bimorph actuators.

**SCANNER CHARACTERIZATION AND DEPENDENCY ON INITIAL OFFSET**

To evaluate the influence of the initial comb-offset on the dynamic behavior of the scanning micromirror, the
Figure 6: Actuation diagram for the electrical and mechanical change of the comb-offset including the resonance actuation with an Arbitrary Waveform Generator (AWG)

mirror is actuated at its torsional resonance using a 80 volts offset square-wave signal, while electrically or mechanically changing the initial comb-offset (see Figure 6). For the electrical displacement a DC power supply is connected to the terminals of the fixed combs with the ground path sharing the fixed-comb anchor connection with the ground port of the applied AC square-wave signal.

The AC signal is generated using an arbitrary waveform generator in combination with a x20 amplifier. The whole setup is mounted underneath a Veeco NT1100 white light interferometer profiler to evaluate the initial comb-offset for both the electrical and mechanical displacement before and after the AC actuation. The mechanical displacement is carried out using the vertical displacement of a needle pressing down on the fixed comb-anchors. The displacement is controlled using a vertical micrometer stage with the applied offset being monitored by the Veeco optical profiler. The resulting frequency response curves for actuation around the mechanical torsion resonance frequency are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8 for the electrical and mechanical offset change respectively. The maximum total optical scan angle (TOSA) without changing the comb-offset is 21° at 6005 Hz which reduces to 14° at 6010 Hz when applying a DC voltage of 1.5 V to the bimorph actuators to reduce the initial maximum comb-offset to 4.9 µm. A similar behavior of a reduction of the maximum TOSA with smaller comb-crossover angles occurs for the mechanical offset change. For comb-offsets close to 0 µm only a low TOSA of 2° is achieved with again increasing maximum scan angles when the fixed combs are displaced below the moving combs initial position, creating negative offset values. The comb overlap cannot reach a perfect in-plane configuration due to the acting point of the mechanical displacement which leads to a positive z₁ and negative z₂ offset, which may be the reason for the very limited response of the 0.5 µm displacement.

Figure 7: Dynamic frequency response of scanning mirror with electrical change of initial comb-offset

Figure 8: Dynamic frequency response of scanning mirror with mechanical change of initial comb-offset

of the resonance frequency. An increase in the initial maximum comb-offset from 5 µm to 10 µm resulted in a 50% increase of the angular response for an offset square-wave actuation with 80 V_p-p. A theoretical model for the behavior is currently being built and will be presented alongside the experimental results.
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